Abstract: Power systems are the most complex systems that have been created by men in history. To operate such systems in a stable mode, several control loops are needed. Voltage frequency plays a vital role in power systems which need to be properly controlled. To this end, primary and secondary frequency control loops are used to control the frequency of the voltage in power systems. Secondary frequency control, which is called Load Frequency Control (LFC), is responsible for maintaining the frequency in a desirable level after a disturbance. Likewise, the power exchanges between different control areas are controlled by LFC approaches. In recent decades, many control approaches have been suggested for LFC in power systems. This paper presents a comprehensive literature survey on the topic of LFC. In this survey, the used LFC models for diverse configurations of power systems are firstly investigated and classified for both conventional and future smart power systems. Furthermore, the proposed control strategies for LFC are studied and categorized into different control groups. The paper concludes with highlighting the research gaps and presenting some new research directions in the field of LFC.
Introduction

An Overview and Motivations
The complexity of power systems is growing due to: (i) increasing the penetration of renewable energy resources; (ii) adopting new concepts such as smart grid; and (iii) digitalization of the power systems control based on unsafe communication systems. The aforementioned reasons directly affect the power systems operation, stability, and security. One of the most important indexes of power systems is the voltage frequency. Recently, frequency control in power systems has gained a considerable attention due to its importance.
Frequency control is usually divided into three control levels, i.e., primary, secondary, and tertiary control levels. Primary frequency control loop is responsible for intercepting the frequency decline 
Contributions and Review Structure
As final words in this section, the specific topic that this paper covers is briefly introduced. As it is known, power system operation and control is a wide research field of power systems which includes topics related to both frequency and voltage stability and controls. Nowadays, due to reasons mentioned in the Subsection 1.1, frequency control topic has gained considerable attention from researchers. However, this topic covers some very deep and specific topics such as primary frequency control, secondary frequency control, tertiary frequency control, reserve management, power system inertia support methods, and frequency emergency control and protection. Secondary frequency control, called load frequency control, is a very specific topic of frequency control which deals with controlling the frequency due to small disturbances such as load fluctuations and renewable power variations. In this paper, we highlight two important specific points, i.e., models and methods of LFC. Frequency response models are very important for researchers. Therefore, we introduce the most important frequency response models and divide them into two main groups, i.e., model structures (named conventional) and models with emergence technologies. This paper reviews the control methods proposed for LFC in the last decade. In this review, we highlight the advantages and challenges of each control method. Furthermore, a comparison between some methods are clearly presented. Moreover, the research gaps and directions are introduced in this paper which can be a good guideline for the researchers.
This review highlights the suggested control approaches for LFC in power systems. In addition, the frequency response model proposed for conventional power systems is surveyed. Furthermore, LFC models in modern power systems, micro-grids, and future smart grid models of LFC are examined. Likewise, trends and future research directions are also presented. An overview of this paper is depicted in Figure 3 . Due to its importance in LFC studies, frequency response modeling of different power system structures is firstly reviewed. In this regard, as shown in Figure 3 , LFC models are divided into two main groups, i.e., conventional and future LFC models. The conventional structures of LFC models are surveyed based on their configurations. Consequently, frequency response models of signal control areas, and dual-area, traditional three-area and four-area power systems are comprehensively reviewed. In the literature, many types of system models and configurations have been presented considering different generation types, such as thermal, gas, and hydro power plants. Afterward, configurations of modern and future power system models for frequency studies are divided into five main groups: LFC models with direct current (DC) links and power electronic devices, LFC of power systems under deregulation, LFC of power systems with high penetration of renewable energy resources and distributed generation, LFC models suitable for smart grids, and LFC models in microgrids. The comprehensive reviews in the above-mentioned LFC models are introduced in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 3 , a taxonomy of different control techniques proposed for LFC, such as classical control approaches, optimal control methods, adaptive and variable structure methods, and robust schemes is also surveyed. In this regard, advantages and challenges of each control approach proposed for LFC are highlighted, which can be found in Section 4. Moreover, A comprehensive survey on soft computing-based control approaches including optimization problems and comparisons is given in Section 5. Figure 3 shows that this paper also highlights some research gaps and new research directions in the topic of LFC introduced in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes. 
Survey on Different Load Frequency Control (LFC) Topologies and Structures
Conventional power systems, in this section, refer to electric power system in which the electricity is generated from fossil energy sources. In reality, thermal units, hydro power plant, and nuclear generating units are the well-known power plants for such systems. Owing to their scale, power systems are usually divided into single-area, two-area, three-area, and four-area power systems. In the literature, several frequency response models are suggested for LFC in which a comprehensive survey regarding power systems models for LFC is given in the following subsections.
Single-Area Power Systems
First studies on the topic of frequency control relate to design and implement load frequency controllers for single-area power systems. Several single-area power system models incorporating LFC control schemes are investigated in the literature [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In [8] [9] [10] , single-area power systems consisting of thermal power plants are marked out. A mathematical dynamic model of frequency response for single-area power systems is discussed in [8, 15, 16] . Single-area frequency response models for power systems with multi energy sources such as hydro, gas and thermal sources are presented in [18] [19] [20] . In [14] , a frequency response model of electric power systems consisting of hydro power plants is well-described. An automatic generation control system for hydro power systems considering some nonlinearities is suggested in [15, 21] . The interaction between the active and reactive power controls and their impacts on LFC models of single-area power systems are illustrated in [10] .
Dual-Area Power Systems
An overview of LFC and AGC systems in two-area power systems is presented in [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Tie-lines models and their effects on LFC of two-area power systems are studied in [22, 23] . The LFC models for two-area power systems considering the effects of voltage control loops in the frequency response are developed in [24, 30] . In [26] [27] [28] , frequency response models for two-area power systems considering governor dead-band (GDB) and the generation rate constraints (GRC) nonlinearities are suggested. Discussion on the reduction of the frequency response model order to reduce its complexity is presented in [25, 39, 41] . The LFC models of multi-source two-area power system considering nonlinearities are marked out in [37] . References [31, 38, 39] deal with LFC models of two-area power systems with parametric and nonparametric uncertainties. LFC scheme for two-area power systems tied together via HVDC/DC transmission links is proposed in [35] . Two-area power system frequency response models consisting of reheat-thermal turbines connected by AC/DC links are presented in [35, 42, 43] . In [22, 23, 30, 31] , load frequency control schemes for thermal-thermal two-area power system taking into account the delay in communication channels are proposed. A frequency model of reheat thermal turbine with governor dead-band zone in two area power systems is marked out in [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . In [34] [35] [36] , GRC non-linearity is considered for reheat thermal turbine-governor system in two-area power systems. LFC scheme for hydro-hydro interconnected power systems considering the hydro power plants non-linearities is proposed in [38, 44, 45] . LFC models for two-area power systems considering superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) system are proposed in [46, 47] . In [48] , a frequency control model for two-area power systems considering the contribution of batteries and SMES is described. Reference [49] proposes LFC model of conventional two-area power systems combined with the participation of electric vehicles and energy storage systems. Stochastic nature of electrical load is considered for LFC models in [31, 32] . Renewable energy resources uncertainties are taken into account for LFC model in [40] . Discussion on discrete modeling of LFC in two-area power systems is presented in [28] .
Three-Area Power Systems
Studies on LFC modeling for three-area interconnected power systems are presented in [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] . A LFC model for three-area interconnected power system in which steam-hydro power plants are considered in the first and second areas while the third area has a steam power plant only is given in [50] . Thermal power system divided into three control areas are studied in [61, 62] . Radial and ring connections between the different control areas in three-area interconnected power systems are discussed in [63] . A LFC model for three-area power system considering GDB and GRC nonlinearities is presented in [56] [57] [58] [59] . The effects of communication channel delay on LFC in three-area interconnected power systems are investigated in [64] . References [60, 62] highlight the impacts of parametric uncertainties on LFC of three-area interconnected power systems. Frequency response model of three-area thermal power systems are proposed in [65, 66] . The LFC for three-area hydro power systems is marked out in [59, [67] [68] [69] . Load frequency controllers are designed for a hydro-thermal power system divided into three-areas [50, 70] . The LFC for multi-source power systems in which thermal, gas, and hydro energy sources are considered is proposed in [60].
Four-Area Power Systems
Large scale power systems are usually divided into several control areas to maintain the frequency in a permissible range. LFC challenges in four-area interconnected power systems are presented in [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] . As a first work in this field, a LFC for four-area interconnected hydro power systems is proposed by Malik et al. in [73] . In [71] [72] [73] [74] , frequency response models of four-area interconnected power systems suitable for LFC are introduced. A LFC model for interconnected power systems with nonlinearities such as GDB and GRC is considered in [79] . The uncertainties of power system parameters are taken into account by using a fuzzy control for a LFC model in [75] . A four-area interconnected power system with different energy sources and turbines such as non-reheat thermal, reheat thermal, gas, and hydro power plants is presented in [77] . Four thermal power-areas are connected together by different connection structures, such as longitudinal and ring connections are considered in [78] , in which each area consisting of three thermal units and one hydro unit, is proposed in [80, 81] . LFC for three-area consisting of reheat thermal units connected by a tie-line to another hydro control area is presented in [57].
Survey on LFC Emerging Technologies and Concepts
The penetration level of renewable energy resources in power systems has been increasing for many reasons. In addition, new concepts such as smart grids, micro-grids, and deregulation have affected the modern power system control and stability. Therefore, many new control approaches are suggested to mitigate the effects of increasing the uncertainties and complexity of future power systems. In this section, frequency response models of modern and future power systems are comprehensively reviewed. Likewise, frequency response models with HVDC transmission links, electric vehicles, demand response and renewable energy resources are well-surveyed.
Electric Power Systems with HVDC
Due to their numerous technical and economic advantages, HVDC transmission links have been widely used in modern electric power systems. Therefore, HVDC dynamic models have been considered in LFC studies to investigate their impacts [49, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] . In this regard, two-and three-area power systems connected together by AC/DC tie-lines are studied in [84] [85] [86] . A combination of AC transmission lines and HVDC/DC links is used to tie two control-area power system, which can be viewed in [83, 84] . HVDC transmission links between the different control areas in four-area interconnected power system are considered in [82, 87] , while DC transmission links are used to tie the different control area in five-area power system in [87] .
Electric Power Systems under Deregulation
With moving power systems toward the restructuring concept, new control methods have been proposed for deregulated power systems. LFC modeling problems for deregulated power systems have been addressed in [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] . Under deregulation, a power system is divided into different parts so that each part has its own possessor. In this regard, power distribution companies (DISCOs), power transmission companies (TRANSCOs), and power generation companies (GENCOs) are supervised by an independent system operator (ISO) [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] . In this new environment, the GENCO may or may not participate in LFC service. Providing ancillary services in deregulated power systems is based on competitive electricity market [92] [93] [94] [95] . In the literature, frequency response models are developed for different types of power systems under deregulation [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] . Frequency response models suitable for LFC studies in deregulated power systems consisting of thermal units only are suggested in [94] [95] [96] . LFC schemes for hydro power systems under deregulation are presented in [101, 102] . A multi-source power system frequency response model under deregulation is marked out in [103] . AGC models are proposed for different restructured power systems configurations, i.e., three-area power systems [90, 91, 98] , and four-area power systems [99, 100] .
Power Systems with Distributed Generation and Renewable Energy Resources
Due to their features in reducing emission and green house problems, distributed generation (DG) and renewable energy resources (RERs) have gained a considerable attention in the last decade. LFC problems with contribution from DGs and RERs have been solved in [14, [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] . Power system model for LFC studies considering the participation of flexible alternating current transmission system (FACTS), photovoltaic (PV), and wind turbine generator (WTG) is proposed in [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] . LFC challenges of power systems with high contribution from DGs are discussed in [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] . The frequency response from doubly fed induction generator driven by a wind turbine is proposed in [118] [119] [120] [121] . Frequency response models suitable for power systems with high penetration of renewable energy sources are suggested in [112, 113, 122] .
Microgrids
LFC models of electric hybrid power system with fuel cell, wind power, and PV are presented in [123] [124] [125] . A micro-grid and hybrid system consisting of PV, WTG, micro turbine, fuel cell (FC) and aqua electrolyzer (AE) are considered for modeling the LFC [64, [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] . The contribution of electric water heater, dynamic demand response, and electric vehicles to LFC of micro-grids is investigated in [135] [136] [137] . Non-linear microgrid models for LFC studies are also suggested in [130, 131] .
Smart Grids
Recently, smart grid control topics have gained considerable attentions from researchers due to its great advantages. Several new LFC schemes for future smart grids system have been developed in [128, [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] . LFC models considering the contribution of electric vehicles (EVs) are presented in [141] . Likewise, a coordination model between electric vehicles and heat pump water heaters is suggested for LFC in future smart grids [142] . Dynamic demand response which is considered as a key feature of smart grids has been developed for LFC in [138, 139, 149] . In [128, [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] , frequency response models considering the contribution of different storage types have been proposed and evaluated. A new frequency response model of plug-in EVs is proposed for primary and secondary frequency control levels in [150] . The problems of possible cyber-attacks to LFC systems in future smart grids are discussed in [144, 145] .
Taxonomy of Control Technique
In the past, various LFC strategies were designed for power systems. Control techniques can be classified into different categories: classical control approaches, variable structure and adaptive control schemes, robust control methods, digital control and intelligent techniques. In this section, a completed survey on the suggested control methods for LFC in power systems is presented. The classical control approaches are firstly reviewed in Section 4.1. Then, the application of optimal control methods to LFC in power systems is marked out in Section 4.2. Likewise, the suggested adaptive control methods for LFC are reviewed in Section 4.3. Furthermore, variable structure control scheme applications to LFC in different types of power systems are highlighted in Section 4.4. Moreover, the different robust control approaches are reviewed for LFC in Section 4.5. Finally, Section 4.6 reviews the different centralized and decentralized control schemes proposed for LFC in power systems.
Classical Control Methods
Conventional control approaches are based on classical controllers usually applied to the governor to minimize the area control error (ACE) in power systems to enhance the frequency response. In the past, several classical control methods have been proposed for LFC in power systems [67, 68, 72, 81, . Gain and phase margin analysis are used in classical control procedure using Nyquist and Bode techniques [151] [152] [153] . The proposed method in [154] controls frequency deviation due to load variation by related area control center in which no interaction between frequency and tie-line power is considered. In order to regulate the frequency and tie-line power flow using communication links, decentralized proportional-integral control [162] , dual mode proportional-integral (PI) controller [157] and PI control for hydropower system [158] have been proposed. The coordinated system-based technique for correcting the time error and unintentional interchange is presented for AGC in [187, 188] . The small signal analysis for a hybrid system is used to design a PI controller in [165] . PI control for micro source systems is presented in [156] . PI and a model predictive control approaches are applied to attain best closed loop performance [160] . Integral derivative (ID) controller for LFC is presented in [163, 164] . Unified PID tuning method [81] and optimal Multiple Input-Multiple output (MIMO-PID) control is used for LFC [167] . Chaotic optimization algorithm is used for determining the parameters of PID controller in multi-area load frequency control in [168] . Different optimization methods are used in [171] [172] [173] [174] for tuning the PID controllers' parameters of LFC. Authors in [183] presented the performances of different classical control approaches, e.g., proportional-integral (PI), integral plus double derivative (IDD), integral (I), and proportional-integral-derivative (PID), which are compared with recently introduced Proportional-Integral plus Double Derivative (PIDD) controllers for AGC [34] .
Advantages and Drawbacks: The classical control approaches are well-investigated for LFC in power systems and in reality, there are several electric power systems using these approaches for LFC. However, there are several drawbacks and problems that need to be handled for future power systems. The main problems and drawbacks are as follows:
•
The problem of optimally tuning the parameters of load frequency controllers needs more realistic methods.
The robustness against parametric and nonparametric uncertainties need to be clearly-solved.
These control approach should be developed to have tolerance against sensor and actuator faults.
• They need more investigation for their robustness against possible cyber-attack issues.
Optimal Control Methods
The optimal control methods have provided solutions for multi-variable control systems. These kind of methods consider state variable model and the minimization of an objective function. Hence, optimal control methods are feasible if all state variables are available to design the feedback control signals. If the system state vector is observable with some measurements of the control-area, this requirement can be met. This requirements make optimal control method complicated and undesirable for large-scale power system. In [189] , a new feedback control law for two-area interconnected power systems with non-reheat thermal power plants is designed using the regulator problem of optimal control method and a state space variable model. In last decade, modern optimal control theory is used for designing load frequency controller that can optimally control both frequency and tie-line power deviations. Some LFC schemes based on modern optimal control theory are presented in [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] [196] . In [197] , optimal linear regulator theory is used to design a linear regulator for load frequency control in power systems. A plant response time is designed using linear optimal control theory and its effect on the closed loop poles is investigated in [198] . A more realistic LFC model is developed in [24] under different load conditions by considering the excitation system for voltage regulation and optimal responses. In [199] , a survey of optimal linear regulator theory and its application for LFC is presented. The prescribed requirements of optimal control theory makes this theory unrealistic in some cases, but with the developments in the dynamic state estimation methods, the unavailable states can be obtained by well-designed observers. Many state estimation construction methods have been introduced in [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] . State estimator with decaying error using a nonlinear transformation based on optimal observer for AGC schemes is presented in [194] . A distributed dynamic observer is locally applied in [193] to reduce the order of the model of the full order state observer. An observer for nonlinear systems is also presented in [200] . Due to the complexity and practical limitations of LFC in multi-area system, a suboptimal control strategy is investigated in [201] [202] [203] . To realize the decoupling of the interconnection into its subsystem components, model and singular perturbation techniques are employed [204] . Suboptimal and near-optimal controls are presented in [201] and a suboptimal AGC regulator scheme for a two-area interconnected system in [205, 206] . Local controllers are employed for each subsystem to achieve decentralized controllers using local information to generate local control inputs by locating the closed loop poles of each controller in specified places on the complex plane. Lyapunov's second scheme applying minimum setting time theory is also introduced in [207] for AGC regulator design.
Advantages and Drawbacks: Optimal control methods have several advantages such as optimally controlling the systems and regulating all the dynamic states of the controlled systems. These methods can play an important role in the future power systems if some drawbacks, given below, are well-addressed.
•
The dynamic states of the power system need to be observed in real time.
• Cyber-attacks issues need to be considered in the designed dynamic estimators.
•
The parametric uncertainties in the designed observers need to be considered.
• Dynamic observers that can eliminate the unknown input effects need to be developed.
Adaptive Schemes
The performance of frequency controller may not be optimal if the operation point of the system changes. Hence, it would be preferable to update the parameters based on the operating point for achieving a better control performance. Generally, adaptive control schemes can be classified into self-tuning control (STC) schemes and model reference control schemes. The under control process is thus less sensitive to the parameters and the dynamics which is not considered by using this approach. Different adaptive control schemes [9, [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] [213] have been proposed for LFC in interconnected power systems. STC approaches were presented for LFC in power systems by some authors [192, [214] [215] [216] [217] . The adaptive control criteria and the practical difficulties found in LFC to achieve this criterion are presented in [209] . In [208] , the implementation of an adaptive control scheme on the Hungarian power system was described. An adaptive controller with proportional integral control technique to confirm the hyper-stability conditions is presented in [9] for considering the changes of plant parameters. The implementation of an adaptive control scheme on a microprocessor for LFC is investigated in [210] . A self-tuning regulator for LFC considering the interaction between voltage and frequency control loops is presented in [218] . A reduced order adaptive controller for LFC is suggested in [212] and a multi-area adaptive load frequency control strategy is developed in [211] . Some other issues of a hydro-thermal systems are described in [213, 219, 220] . In [214] , a self-tuning method for the load frequency control problem of interconnected power systems is presented. LFC based on adaptive fuzzy approach is presented nto achieve better performance for several operating points [221] . A self-tuning approach is presented in [46] to improve the performance of AGC as a stabilizer for main AGC loop and SMES. A self-tuning controller to minimize a multi variable optimization function including cost function and constraints on control effort is discussed in [213] . A new adaptive LFC considering uncertainties of parameters is proposed in [12] with a combination of robust control, the Riccati equation and adaptive control. Investigation of load frequency control for a two-area hydro-thermal system by using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interference System (ANFIS) is presented in [222] . An adaptive fuzzy gain scheduling scheme for proportional integral and optimal LFC is described in [219] . An application of knowledge-based adaptive governor control is presented in [111] . To improve the performance of power system frequency controllers, a self-tuning steam turbine control strategy proposed in [111] .
Advantages and Drawbacks: Despite the remarkable advantages of these control schemes, adaptive controllers are complicated, need a perfect model following condition, and on-line model or explicit parameters identification. Therefore, these methods are sometimes unrealistic and difficult for implementation.
Variable Structure Control Methods
The variable structure controllers exhibit improved dynamic performances in the case of problems such as uncertainties of systems parameters. In addition, variable structure control schemes determine the appropriate parameters of the controller that led to effective enhancement of transient responses under load disturbances in the power systems. Authors in [184, 185] proposed a control method for LFC in power systems by using a variable structure control scheme. Regarding to variable structure theory and optimal linear control, in [223] a LFC method for interconnected two-are hydro-thermal systems was proposed. In addition, a variable structure control method for a multi-area interconnected system with considering the non-linearities such as governor dead-band and generation rate constraint is proposed in [79] . In [78] , a decentralized approach based on structured singular values is proposed for load frequency control.
Advantages and Drawbacks: Variable control structure is a type of adaptive control schemes. It has many implementations in industrial. However, its applications to power systems need more investigations since it is not implemented for LFC in reality. The well-known drawbacks of these control methods are given below:
• The performance of variable structure control methods for power systems with a high penetration level of highly variable sources such as renewable energy resources need to be investigated.
•
This control is not optimally tuned in the above studies.
Robust Schemes
Load frequency control methods encounter problems of uncertainties and changes in system parameters and characteristics. In addition, the operating points load scenarios vary mostly over a wide range during operation. Thus, the robust control design approach is used to provide better performance (robustness) to deal with changes of the system parameters. The controllers in robust scheme approaches are designed for the scope of robust stability and performance and not only for satisfying nominal stability and performance for the load frequency problem. A robust control scheme is proposed in [224, 225] based on the Riccati equation for a single area thermal power system. In [11] , the requirements to design the robust load frequency controller based on Riccati equation as bounds of the system parameters are found. The proposed robust controller is effective, simple and guarantees the stability of the overall system for all possible uncertainties. In [226] , a decentralized LFC using Riccati equation for three-area power system with parametric uncertainties is proposed. A new robust adaptive control scheme is proposed in [12] with a combination of the robust control method and adaptive control scheme approach for the problem of LFC in power systems. Combining the robust control scheme with adaptive control methodology, the robust control method is used to cope with small uncertainties of parameters and adaptive control methodology for large uncertainties of parameter. In [227] , analysis and heuristic design guidelines of LFC based on quantitative feedback theory is suggested to offer an orderly methodology for control system synthesis. In addition, a robust load frequency control scheme based on the control approach is presented in [228] considering uncertainties of parameter. In the same way, a robust control scheme for the load frequency control problem is proposed in [229] to improve robustness against uncertainties based on a control method using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) technique. A robust stabilizing control method based on the Riccati equation is proposed in [224] by combining the Lyapunov stability theory, and matching conditions and considering uncertainties. The inter-area damping coefficient is quite improved via using flexible ac transmission systems (FACTS) devices is demonstrated in [230] and a decentralized damping control method based on the mixed-sensitivity reformulation in linear matrix inequality framework is presented. The Q-parameterization theory is used to design a robust controller to control the frequency deviations in [231] which led to a stable control. By locating closed loop poles in a predetermined region to obtain the required transient response and result lower controller order in comparison with the order of comparable robust controllers, such as, LQG and u-analysis is obtained.
Some authors [11, 12, 227, [232] [233] [234] proposed a centralized scheme with high order of controllers and led to unfeasibility of these methods for large power system. In addition, decentralization of control to individual areas is important in dynamical operation of power systems. Reduction of the complexity of controllers in order to improve the capability of implementation of these methods is the main objective of decentralized methods. Consequently, the decentralized robust control scheme is suggested for the load frequency control problems of multi-area large power systems. A decentralized robust load frequency controller is suggested in [226] based on the Riccati equation approach embedding the local power system parametric bounds in it to obtain robustness of the controller. Based on the mixed control technique, a new decentralized robust control scheme is proposed in [89, 91] for load frequency problem in a deregulated three-area power system. A robust decentralized frequency stabilizer design for static synchronous series compensators was proposed in [235] which considers the uncertainties of a three-area interconnected power system. Analysis and design of a robust load frequency control scheme is discussed in [236] . A decentralized load frequency controller is proposed in [237] based on the optimal control which incorporated an observer. A design guideline of a decentralized robust LFC method is described in [238] based on u-synthesis in multi-area power systems where the information about the controllers design in the previous step is considered in the synthesis procedure, at each step. The linear mixed inequalities for LFC problem is proposed in [66] by considering communication delays. A robust decentralized proportional integral controller design based on the control technique using the linear mixed inequalities with communication delays is proposed in [162] for three-area interconnected power systems. The robust analysis for decentralized LFC for multi-area power system is described in [239] where a robustness analysis against variation of the structure and magnitude variation in the tie-line power flow network is proposed. Tie-line and local modes robustness analysis are completely investigated by using structured singular value and eigenvalue methods, which are presented in [239] . The proposed method is applied to a four-area power system. A decentralized robust control scheme is proposed in [60] based on active disturbance rejection control technique.
Advantages and Drawbacks: Robust control methods are effective controllers that can handle parametric uncertainties. However, These methods have several drawbacks regarding their applications to frequency control in power systems.
• They need a good knowledge of the system dynamic models which is not available in most power systems. • They are usually designed for a band of uncertainties that is highly variable.
• Their applicability for power systems under some critical conditions such as cyber-attacks and unknown inputs are not investigated.
Centralized and Decentralized Control Methods
The wide area control scheme is based on the centralized control strategy to cope with the load frequency control problem in which the static and dynamic states of the power system are needed to construct the control signal. The centralized control scheme is based on classes of disturbances of the system [154, 202] . The design of centralized and decentralized robust output feedback control methods is proposed in [240] based on mixed theory with pole-placement. A feedback and loop gain is used in [153] to offset the disturbances. A state variable model and the state regulator issue of optimal control theory is used in [189] to develop a new feedback control law. Regarding to large power systems, the decentralized control method is simple and applicable since it reduces the computational burden and communication elaboration. In the concept of the decentralized control method, the complex wide power system has to be divided into some subsystems where every subsystem has its own controller. The decentralized control approach is used for continuous and discrete tie system models in [78, [241] [242] [243] [244] [245] [246] [247] [248] [249] [250] . By using modeling error compensation technique, the design of decentralized LFC method for power system consisting of two-area with a thermal generation, starting with stochastic state and output models is proposed in [251, 252] . A decentralized controller for the load frequency control problem is presented in [70, 241, 242, 246, 253] using tunable regulator. To address the load frequency control problem of multi-area power systems with constant disturbances, a class of minimum order robust decentralized controllers is presented in [50] . A new decentralized load frequency control scheme is proposed in [254] by using the governor and voltage controls via a new approach based on Siljak's theory for two-area thermal power systems. A 119th order model is used in [50] to present a decentralized LFC for a three-area power system with nine synchronous machines. A feasible LMI design is investigated in [255] for the effective construction of the control set under state feedback. A decentralized power system load frequency control method exceeding the diagonal dominance limit is described in [243, 246, 256] . The modeling of a decentralized LFC based on the conventional and intelligent control approach using a fuzzy approach is presented in [162, 254, [257] [258] [259] [260] . The design procedure of a new optimal decentralized load frequency controller is presented in [247] . In addition, the design of the robust decentralized control scheme is discussed in [62, 71, 81, 239, 244, [261] [262] [263] [264] with linear matrix inequalities and iterative technique. The design of a decentralized load frequency controller for a four-area interconnected longitudinal system is presented in [265] . A new optimal decentralized load frequency control method is proposed in [247] for multi-area interconnected power systems. The design of a simple and computationally efficient decentralized load frequency method is introduced in [246] for interconnected power systems based on a reduced-order observer and a PI controller in each area of the power system, which ensures zero static change in area-frequency and tie-line power. A new robust decentralized load frequency controller based on the Riccati-equation is proposed in [226] for multi-area power systems considering the uncertainties of parameters. A decentralized LFC based on structured singular values was proposed in [78] . The multivariable quantitative feedback theory is used in [266] for a load frequency controller in multi-area power systems with system parametric uncertainties. These uncertainties are achieved by simultaneously changing parameters by 40% from their nominal values. A decentralized LFC method based on a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with AC-DC parallel tie-line for interconnected two-area power system is proposed in [267] . The GA-based decentralized load frequency controller is proposed in [268] for an interconnected two-area power system with redox flow battery considering a thyristor controlled phase shifter in the tie-line. An internal model control method with two-degree-of-freedom is used in [99] to tune decentralized PID controller of the load frequency control in four-area power system. In addition, the two-degree-of-freedom internal model control method for tuning the PID controller is discussed in [81, 269] for load frequency control in conventional environments. A decentralized load frequency control method for interconnected three-area power system is presented in [270] .
Advantages and Drawbacks: It is proven that decentralized control approaches are much better than centralized ones. Despite their advantages, decentralized control methods applied to LFC have some problems:
• All the above-mentioned studies present quasi-decentralized control approaches because the total power flow deviation through the tie-lines connected with other areas is requested for constructing the control signal. Since this measured signal is not locally measured, the proposed methods are not fully decentralized ones. However, it is a good research point to develop fully decentralized control approaches for LFC in power systems to improve the power system stability and security.
•
It is important to consider cyber-attack issues in the future power system LFC.
• It is of great importance for future smart grids to design decentralized LFC based on wide-area measurement and control systems (WAMCS).
Soft Computing Based Control Schemes
In last decade, evolutionary computing based-control system design has gained considerable attention from researchers around the world due to its advantages. Low solution costs, guarantee of a solution, and its practicability are the well-known advantages of soft computing methods. They can handle technical issues such as uncertainties, nonlinearities, and complexity. In contrast to other methods, the practicability of control methods based on soft computing technique has been verified by several studies. In order to achieve good control and dynamic system performances, soft computing techniques have been used for optimizing the load frequency controllers' parameters. For instance, different evolutionary optimization algorithms have been used to optimally tune the controllers' gains. As a first work in this topic, genetic algorithm (GA) has been proposed as a promising technique for solving LFC problem and other power system problems in [271] . In [110] , GA has been also suggested for AGC in hydro-thermal power systems. Likewise, GA is used for tuning the controllers as well as for fuzzy controllers gains for LFC in power systems.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is based on population and inspired by the friendly behavior of fish schooling or bird flocking, which is considered as a powerful optimization technique, has been widely used for solving LFC problem in interconnected power systems. In [272, 273] , LFC problem in single-area power systems is solved by PSO. Likewise, LFC problem in interconnected power systems with multiple sources such as thermal, hydro, and gas turbines has been handled by PSO in [274] . Furthermore, hybrid PSO techniques with other soft computing techniques are proposed for LFC in [275] .
Recently, several newly proposed soft computing algorithms have been developed for LFC problem in both conventional and modern power systems. For instance, differential evolution (DE) algorithm [170, [276] [277] [278] [279] , firefly algorithm (FA) [173, 280, 281] , bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) [282, 283] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [174, 284] , bat inspired algorithm (BIA) [285] [286] [287] , quasi oppositional (QO) [54], quasi-oppositional harmony search (QOHS) algorithm [288, 289] , teaching-learning-based optimization (TLBO) [290] , cuckoo search (CS) algorithm [291, 292] , seeker optimization algorithm (SOA) [293] , hybrid Local Unimodal Sampling and Teaching Learning Based Optimization (LUSTLBO) algorithm [178] , grey Wolf Optimizer algorithm [294] , and wind driven optimization algorithm [295] have been applied to LFC in interconnected power systems. Other evolutionary computing algorithms applied to LFC can be found in Table 3 . 
Objective Functions and Optimization Formulation
Load frequency controllers in interconnected power systems should perform two main objectives when the system is facing a disturbance: (i) return the steady sate frequency back to zero; and (ii) maintain the transferred power at the scheduled values. To achieve these goals, load frequency controllers should be optimally tuned. To this end, several objective functions can be used for formulating the optimization problem of LFC in interconnected power systems. The main goal in LFC is to mitigate the frequency and tie-lines power flow deviations which results in improving the power system operation, control and stability [295] . To mitigate the deviation, area control error (ACE i ) is usually used as an index as follows:
where ∆ f i is the frequency deviation in p.u., ∆P i is the power flow deviation in p.u., β i is the frequency bias, R i is the governor droop, and D i is the power system damping. In addition, other indices such as settling time, overshoot, and oscillation damping improvement can be used in the designed objective function to achieve the goals of LFC decision maker.
Before using soft computing techniques to achieve the best LFC performance, a suitable objective function should be properly used. In the literature, different criteria have been introduced to include the frequency error and tie-lines power in the objective functions. Integral of absolute error (IAE) [162, 318] , integral of time multiplied by absolute error (ITAE) [319] , integral of squared error (ISE) [102, 320] and integral of time multiplied by squared error (ITSE) [170, 295, 321] are the most important criteria used for designing load frequency controllers. The common objective functions used in literatures based on the mentioned criteria for tuning load frequency controllers are as follows [102, 295] :
The weights for frequency error in each area (α i ) and transferred power error in each tie-line (α ij ) are considered. In the object functions, once the frequency deviation and/or transferred power deviation in some areas and/or tie-lines are more important than others, the appropriate weights are used [295] .
Recently, the objective function given in Equation (6) considering the damping of the frequency oscillations and the settling time of both frequency error and tie-lines error, such that the power balance is attained as soon as possible, is proposed for LFC [318] .
Settling time (ST) can be defined as the time at which the final value of the signal settles to less than 0.00001 [318] . The weight (ω) of each term of objective function should be such that the importance of each term is considered in the aggregate objective function [295] .
Comparison
To assess the impact of different criteria used to form objective functions on the optimal solutions of the LFC problem, in this section, the performance of the controllers tuned by objective functions formed based on IAE, ISE, ITAE, and ITSE are compared. Here, PID with filter (PIDF) controllers are used for secondary frequency control. The parameters of PIDF controllers of different areas obtained via wind driven optimization (WDO) algorithm using the mentioned objective functions are given in Table 4 . In this section, a 0.01 p.u step increase in the demand of all areas is considered as a disturbance [295] . In this case, the frequency nadir (maximum frequency deviation), frequency overshoot in each area, and the settling time of the frequency signal in each area are presented in Table 5 . For further investigation, the maximum deviation and the settling time of tie-lines active power are also given in Table 5 . In this table, it can be seen that the IAE and ISE decrease the maximum overshoot more than ITAE. In addition, the results given in Table 5 prove that ITAE decreases the settling time more than IAE and ISE. The settling times, overshoots, and deviations of frequency signals of different areas are depicted in Figure 4 . More information about this comparison can be found in [295] . Table 5 . Settling times, maximum deviations, and overshoots of both voltage frequency and tie-lines' power flow in case of using different objective functions [295] . Comparison between the recent studies on LFC/AGC taking into account system type, control-areas number, generation type, integrated devices to power system, controller structures, and the used optimization method is given in Table 3 . It is clear that the recent studies focus on LFC in power system under deregulation. In addition, due to the increasing penetration level of renewable energy resource in modern power systems, recent studies focused on the contribution of energy storage systems to power system.
Index
Research Gaps and Directions
The face of power system is changing due to many reasons, such as environmental concerns, fossil fuel problems, energy system security, economical and operation cost issues. Many countries around the world have decided to increase the penetration level of renewable energy resources such as wind and solar energy resources in their energy system. Increasing the share of RERs in power systems results in many problems such as reducing the total inertia of the system, increasing the power imbalance in the short-term operation of power systems, and increasing the frequency and tie-line power oscillations. Reducing the total inertia causes many problems to ISO such as increasing the frequency nadir (maximum frequency deviation) and making the system oscillatory. On the other hand, increasing the power imbalance in the short-term operation results directly in increasing the frequency oscillations. It is clear that modern and future power systems would experience problems in frequency control. These systems would encounter a lack in the system inertia and suitable damping. Therefore, suitable control methods and ancillary services such as primary and secondary reserves are needed for online controlling such frequency problems. Based on the literature survey, some research gaps in the topic of LFC which need further studies are listed below:
• Increasing the robustness of control methods applied to LFC • Proposing optimal-robust control methods for LFC can handle both of the parameter and power production variations Proposing new control methods make use of WAMS Nowadays, there are great activities in investigating the ability of demand-side participation in providing some ancillary services for ISO such as primary and secondary reserves, and LFC services. Therefore, realistic participation approaches are needed that can increase the oscillation growth in frequency. As a good research direction for researcher, a suitable coordination between the demand-side and generation-side participation in LFC can be proposed for modern power systems. Likewise, the infrastructures of modern power systems need more investigations to provide demand-side participate in LFC. Electric vehicles as well as other intelligent loads in the demand-side can contribute to LFC where many investigations regarding infrastructure and ancillary service market are needed.
Conclusions
In this paper, a state of the art on load frequency control in power systems is presented. Due to their importance, frequency response mathematical models of different power system types such as conventional and smart systems are completely reviewed. In addition, different types of smart system models such as modern power systems with high penetration of renewable energy resources distributed generation, micro-grids, and smart grids are marked out. Furthermore, classical control approaches and adaptive control methods are fully surveyed. Moreover, modern control approaches such as optimal control theory, robust control, and soft computing based control technique are reviewed for load frequency control in power systems. Finally, some research gaps and direction in the topic of modern load frequency control systems are presented.
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